
Cliffhanger Event 

Newsletter March’21 
Hi everyone – this is our last newsletter in the lead up to our event 

in April – yep only 1 month away.  

At this stage the Covid situation is looking very promising. Fingers 

crossed there are no further outbreaks or border closures. We 

have a Covid Safety Plan (attached) and all people coming need to 

read that please and also expect that we will be following through with what it says. The chances of someone coming 

with Covid are particularly low however the chances of someone in town not wanting us here and causing trouble are 

very high so we must be seen to have a good policy and that we are sticking to it. In essence you don’t have to get 

tested before you come but you will have your temperature taken. If you show a high reading you will need to isolate 

while you cool down and later show a normal reading and if you stay high then you need to go back to Cobar to be 

tested and come back with a clear result. If someone thinks in advance they might have a high temp for any other 

reason then get tested and bring your clear result or bring a doctors letter stating you have a condition that will cause 

high temps.   

I am already at the property with my dedicated team setting up awesome stages. It’s all go go go here. The shearing 

shed is flat out with Shearing going on and us also working out of here. We do now have a new Satellite NBN service 

at the shearing shed which is primarily for admin and Rallysafe. It means also we can take eftpos and if a person has 

failed to register with AASA we can fix that at the office.  

Sadly we have had a number of teams pull out – seems to happen every year. Each case is legitimate and 

understandable but at the big picture collectively is very disheartening when you consider not only the effort I am 

going to but all the teams who come wanting to race in a large field. We still have about 70 on the list. Huge thanks to 

the ones coming who are looking beyond life’s distractions because we all have them  too. This is the first big event off 

the back of Covid and that’s as good as reasons get to make sure we are all there.  

Make sure you go to our downloads and links page on the web site for the following.  

• Link to AASA driver/navi licence 

• Link to AASA log book application 

• Download Event Booklet with rules and what to expect at camp 

• Link to purchase your Rallysafe mounting kit 

• Download Vehicle specs per class 

• Download list of teams 

• Download Covid Safety Plan 

• Download Marshal list and brief 

• Link to registering as a Marshal or Spectator / Support Crew 

• Links to purchase Tee Shirts, Work Shirts & Workshop Banners 

 

Here’s the link to this particularly handy page              https://www.cliffhanger4wdevent.com.au/downloads/ 

With regard to AASA Offroad Licenses for Drivers and Navis, navis are better off getting AASA driver licences so they 

can drive if they need to. I had a recent discussion with AASA and confirmed we only need to get State licences and 

not National. We first thought National because teams are coming from all states but turns out AASA take on it is that 

we are running the event only in NSW and not also other states. It is no issue if you have a National Licence but if you 

are getting it then State is all you need. Don’t forget you must have this sorted before you come.  



At the last event it seemed AASA system was taking details and money but not returning a log book or confirmation 

email. They said we must all have log books at this event and if you applied last time and didn’t get a log book that you 

need to contact AASA to get it. You might need to apply again but they said no one will be made to pay a second time. 

At event scrutineering we will be signing off your log books on behalf  of AASA. Again, you must have this sorted before 

you come. 

The other thing teams must also have is their Rallysafe mounting kit. We supply the unit at the event but you need to 

purchase the mounting kit and have it fitted and wired up at home. We wont be selling these at the event. When you 

go to the link on our web site downloads and links page (above) there are 3 options and you want the permanent 

mount system – the others are temporary mount (suction cup to windscreen) and you wont want that popping off mid 

stage and the only other option is for motor bike handle bars. Your Rally safe must stay on the entire duration of the 

event especially if you kill all power in an incident. If you shut it down we can not find you in your moment of need so 

kill switches are not allowed to also kill your Rallysafe power.  

I printed statements and used them as address labels. Most teams are paid up but that’s why they have a zero balance 

statement. Teams who still owe monies are now required to get that totally paid up now please. We appreciate there 

was uncertainty brought upon by Covid and so I haven’t chased them but it was due back in November.  

Here’s a few tips to make life pleasant out here – we have had warm days in the mid 30’s. The nights have been really 

warm but also had a few really cold nights. They have had rain and so the country  looks amazing. But that brings 

prickles and grass seeds – if you wear shorts you will get grass seeds in your socks so bring gators to go over your socks. 

Hay Fever sufferers be warned there is dust and pollens so bring your meds. Also bring sun screen , hats, fly repellent, 

stuff for dry lips and for jamming up noses to clear sinus. We have bore water available so bring drinking water. We 

have showers and flushing toilets at camp but no facilities out at stages. This year we do not have any food catered at 

all so BYO everything. We are allowed safe camp fires at camp but the local fire brigade asked that we don’t light 

spectator fires out at stages because of the vegetation and risk of fire.  

Some exciting news is that our buggy class has become the Ultra4 class. It is now fully endorsed by Ultra4 Australia 

and as from the next event (not this year) will go towards their annual scoring. We offer the Ultra4 movement a week 

long 1,000 klm event in an Outback location only a day’s drive from most capital cities  which is no doubt great for 

them. And for us the Ultra4 movement has big interest overseas so we shall get international recognition and a degree 

of professional teams – great for sponsors and spectators too. A win – win for both Ultra4 Australia and Cliffhanger.  

We are delighted to have a very strong line up on sponsors. Normally we sign off on our sponsors in November so we 

can then get the shirts and banners sorted. Covid brought about uncertainty and so going into Christmas we only had 

1 sponsor. With Mick Hingerty’s great help and also some level of confidence that April will be good we quickly picked 

up 30 sponsors with over $70,000 in prizes and support.   

Aaron (Jim Craig on Facebook) is taking bookings for Scrutineering to avoid delays  and line ups. Note you are not 

permitted to go out in the practice area until after you have cleared scrutineering and registration. Scrutineering is at 

base camp 8am to 4pm Thursday 8th to Saturday 10th April. Please send txt to 0427274251 or message Jim Craig 

on facebook. He’s been posting on the attendees page.  

Keep following our Cliffhanger Attendees page to see updates etc. I have already posted some stage notes even. I have 

internet but no phone so if you have questions please send me a facebook message or email.  

I am looking forward to our Cliffhanger family getting together once again in a month.  

 

Best regards, 

Steve Hobbs – steve@cliffhanger4wdevent.com.au 


